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About illuminate Education Australia
The focus of illuminate Education Australia is activate young people to be conﬁdent, creative and capable people to reach
their full potential, and do this through delivering authentic entrepreneurial education programs where problems in the
community are solved by students. All of our programs are focused around developing a core set of skills that help students
be prepared for the changing world, which we have grouped as;
-

Communication (Speaking, Writing & Presentation Skills)
Understanding (Critical Thinking, Inquiry, Digital & Financial Literacy)
Solving Problems (Creativity, Problem Solving & Reﬂection)
Working Smart (Collaboration, Organisation & Perseverance)

Every program we deliver is focused on providing authentic experiences to develop and explore this skills, as well as
providing young people an opportunity to showcase their capacity to their peers, the school community, family and the
wider community. To do this, participants work through a relevant issue in their community and build a knowledge base
around this to deﬁne the problem, creatively explore possible solutions, develop business models to create sustainable
change, marketing collateral to gain a social license and even present a pitch and prototype of their idea - with all aspects of
the challenge aligned to the curriculum as well as employability skill frameworks carefully delivered by experienced
facilitators with real world industry experience.
Founded in 2010 by Adam Mostogl, illuminate Education Australia has impacted over 12,500 students nationally, along with
gaining international recognition for our work - however our focus has always been on providing the opportunity for
students to believe in their full potential and help prepare them accordingly. We have always done this through partnering
with like-minded organisations who share a passion for our next generation, including professional bodies, universities,
various levels of government and importantly schools, which has helped us grow our impact and inspire communities across
all states and territories to activate young people become the conﬁdent, creative and capable people to realise their full
potential.

Partners of illuminate Education Australia
We are proud to have been able to collaborate with so many partners across Australia that share our passion for the next
generation. While many are ﬁnancial partners to ensure that illuminate Education Australia can deliver our programs, their
investment goes further in terms of providing venues, expertise and sharing the impact of our programs to reach even more
young Australians.
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The Core Passions of illuminate Education Australia
Beneath our vision, purpose and skills we focus upon, illuminate Education Australia has six core passions that drive
everything we do and helps set apart our approach.
Education to Empower. We passionately believe in the power of education to empower individuals and provide
the spark for a brighter future.
Children > Family > Community Shift. Our focus is to promote conﬁdence, creativity and relevant capabilities
across every community we impact, with a focus on youth ﬁrst.
Entrepreneurial Skills = Life Skills. While we teach through an entrepreneurial lens, we recognise these skills are
critical to thrive in the constantly changing world.
Reaching All Communities. We prioritise opportunities to reach regional,remote and disadvantaged
communities, ensuring they do not miss out developing these core skills.
Results Driven. We are focused on delivering results for all involved, and closely track data to measure the impact
of our programs as well as the beneﬁts for all stakeholders involved.
Educationally Relevant. Although we deliver our programs with an authentic real world focus, we ensure
everything we do is educationally relevant and aligned.

Our Contribution to the Global Agenda
Although illuminate Education Australia is focused on delivering education experiences in Australia, we are focused on
preparing young people to make their mark on the globe - and with that, are passionate supporters of key international
initiatives.
United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals
illuminate Education Australia is committed to our work helping the global community achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), especially SDG 4: Quality Education, but recognise our programs
and core skills contribute to SDG 8: Decent Work & Economic Growth and SDG9: Industry, Innovation and
Infrastructure as well as SDGs addressed through speciﬁc challenges.
World Economic Forum’s Fourth Industrial Revolution
Our world is rapidly changing, and illuminate Education Australia has aligned our core skills to Australian
and international frameworks, especially paying attention to the work of the World Economic Forum
around the Fourth Industrial Revolution. With active engagement with the initiatives through the Global
Shapers Community, we are collaborating our work locally in helping build the case for skills-based
education on an international platform.
These are all in alignment with our focus on Australian education outcomes, especially those outlined in the Mparntwe (Alice
Springs) Education Declaration.
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The illuminate:nextgen Challenge
The illuminate:nextgen Challenge is the ﬂagship program of illuminate Education Australia, provides high school students
with an authentic entrepreneurial environment for students to activate the conﬁdence, creativity and capability to reach
their full potential through solving problems in their community. Supported by experienced facilitators at every step with
support of the community and our partners, participants work in teams to develop a new project or business idea,
developing key skills including;
-

Communication (Speaking, Writing & Presentation Skills)
Understanding (Critical Thinking, Inquiry, Digital & Financial Literacy)
Solving Problems (Creativity, Problem Solving & Reﬂection)
Working Smart (Collaboration, Organisation & Perseverance)

Across the week, students explore the innovative process designed by illuminate Education Australia, growing in their skills
and conﬁdence within themselves and of their peers throughout the journey. Teams begin by growing in their understand of
a relevant issue in their community and build their knowledge base to deﬁne the problem they see, creatively explore and
reﬁne possible solutions, develop business models for sustained impact as well as marketing materials that connect with
target customers, present the idea for investment and support, showcase how their team will work collaboratively to deliver
the solution and a prototype of their solution. All of the skills and resources required to complete these stages are
introduced by illuminate Education Australia facilitators in the week, both to complete the challenge but to also see how
these transferable skills can be used in other contexts.
The challenge is designed to allow students who have never completed an experience like this before to learn all of the skills
and frameworks required within the week, which means there is no need for teachers to provide students with additional
content or teaching. With programs hosting anywhere between 20 and 300 students, the mixture of skills and experiences
the range of students bring to the table, even from within the one school, makes for a rich and memorable experience
students will refer to and draw upon for years to come.
With illuminate Education founded by Adam Mostogl (Top 30 Under 30 Australian Entrepreneurs 2017, Finalist for Young
Australian of the Year 2015), the challenge oﬀers an experience of the working world while still being educationally relevant,
allowing students to grow at every stage through the innovation process. Teams complete industry-relevant submissions
with the support of the wider community, alongside illuminate Education Australia’s facilitators who design and deliver
every component of the program with a focus on creating an engaging learning environment. With this in mind, the
illuminate:nextgen Challenge is aligned to the Australian Curriculum across the General Capabilities as well as various
subject areas, the Victorian Curriculum and the Australian Blueprint for Career Development at Years 8, 9 & 10, with
adaptations for Year 11 and 12 students.
To ensure the content and learning environment is relevant to the participating students, the program is delivered in person
by illuminate Education Australia’s experienced facilitators. This means our facilitators coordinate with the school and wider
community in delivering and shaping the content, guiding students through all of the required tasks, supporting teams to
grow and succeed, as well as generally sharing their knowledge and experiences to challenge and inspire the participants.
This is done through the careful forward planning and preparation, with all resources prepared upon arriving in the school focusing the time when delivering the challenge upon the impact of the program without requiring schools to invest
signiﬁcant time in advance of the challenge.
With over 12,500 students across Australia having completed the program - and a vast majority completing our week long
illuminate:nextgen Challenge - alongside international recognition for our work, the challenge is an incredibly impactful
experience that will leave your students, teachers and wider community inspired for years to come.
With so many elements built into the illuminate:nextgen Challenge, it can be hard to put
it all into words.
To help with that, our partners at Chartered Accountants Australia & New Zealand
produced this video in association with the University of Newcastle’s Ourimbah Campus,
where over 150 students from 12 diﬀerent schools came up with new ideas in
agribusiness and connecting consumers to local produce. You will see key sessions
throughout the challenge and journey with teams and their teachers as they grew in
their conﬁdence, creativity and capability with the challenge.

https://youtu.be/LRVT2pn2TiY
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How to Use This Document
The following document runs through the Victorian Curriculum, demonstrating the links between the illuminate:nextgen
Challenge to various subject areas, including;
-

English,
Mathematics
The Arts (Media Arts)
Critical & Creative Thinking
Ethical Capability
The Humanities (Geography, Citizenship and Civics & Economics and Business),
Intercultural Capability,
Personal & Social Capability
Science,
Technologies (Design and Technologies & Digital Technologies),

as well as Australian Blueprint for Career Development. Beside the relevant content descriptors are how this is displayed
through the illuminate:nextgen Challenge as outlined below. These skills and elements have been identiﬁed as diﬀerent
focus areas of the challenge which the students need to complete in the process of undertaking the challenge. Those links
are as follows;
-

Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback,
Ability to present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly,
Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline and review the business solution,
Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed business solution,
Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary data
about the proposed business,
Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business,
Producing ﬁnancial documents to prove the viability of the proposed business,
Preparing the Marketing Package components to publicise and promote the proposed business,
Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the
presentation,
Preparing and presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution,
Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined deadlines,
Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions,
Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes,
Working productively within a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions,
Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work best,
Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters,
Using digital technology to communicate during the challenge,
Using relevant software to produce the required submissions and tasks, &
Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

As the challenge is completed in teams, not all students will experience all of these components, but will be exposed to all
components through presentations students are required to attend or viewing the work of their peers during public
presentations and displays. It is also important to mention that the links vary in how closely they align to the content
descriptors, as some are explored through the above tasks and capabilities where others are explicitly taught and expected.
The solution and application of the teams also creates variations amongst teams from a single school, which should not be
seen reducing the value of the challenge, instead prepares students for the world of work and lifelong learning which
students need to develop and succeed with into the 21st Century.
The Core Challenge
During the illuminate:nextgen Challenge, participants are given a core challenge at the start of the week to create their
business ideas around. Because of the varying nature of this element, the curriculum links displayed also does not take this
into account which could create further links to the content descriptors across a range of subjects.
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Critical and Creative Thinking (Level 8)
Questions and Possibilities
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Consider how to approach and
use questions that have
diﬀerent elements, including
factual, temporal and
conceptual elements
(VCCCTQ032)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy &
Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business,
Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Adapting language and
presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, Working productively within
a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions, Listening to and
interacting with the guest presenters & Using digital technology to communicate during the
challenge.

Synthesise information from
multiple sources and use
lateral thinking techniques to
draw parallels between
known and new solutions and
ideas when creating original
proposals and artefacts
(VCCCTQ034)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto
evaluate community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a
Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial
documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and
presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Working as a team under
pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and
delivering innovative solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience,
environments and purposes, Working productively within a team environment to independently
complete the set tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as
a team work best, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, Using digital technology
to communicate during the challenge, Using relevant software to produce the required
submissions and tasks, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Reasoning
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Consider how to settle
matters of fact and matters of
value and the degree of
conﬁdence in the conclusions
(VCCCTR038)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines to meet all
outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Working
productively within a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions,
Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work best & Evaluating and
reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Examine how to select
appropriate criteria and how
criteria are used in clarifying
and challenging arguments
and ideas (VCCCTR039)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto
evaluate community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a
Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial
documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and
presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Working as a team under
pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and
delivering innovative solutions, Working productively within a team environment to independently
complete the set tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as
a team work best & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.
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Meta-Cognition
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Consider a range of strategies
to represent ideas and explain
and justify thinking processes
to others (VCCCTM040)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed
business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to
prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package components to
publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation
including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a
Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Working as a team under pressure of tight
timelines to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering
innovative solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience,
environments and purposes, Working productively within a team environment to independently
complete the set tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as
a team work best, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters & Using digital
technology to communicate during the challenge.

Consider how problems can
be segmented into discrete
stages, new knowledge
synthesised during
problem-solving and criteria
used to assess emerging ideas
and proposals (VCCCTM042)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed
business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to
prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package components to
publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation
including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a
Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Working as a team under pressure of tight
timelines to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering
innovative solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience,
environments and purposes, Working productively within a team environment to independently
complete the set tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as
a team work best, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, Using digital technology
to communicate during the challenge, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form
before the deadline.
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Design and Technologies (Level 8)
Technology and Society
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Examine and prioritise
competing factors including
social, ethical, economic and
sustainability considerations
in the development of
technologies and designed
solutions to meet community
needs for preferred futures
(VCDSTS043)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed
business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to
prove the viability of the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation
including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Analysing problems as they
arise and delivering innovative solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence
audience, environments and purposes, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, &
Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Creating Designed Solutions

Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Critique needs or
opportunities for designing
and investigate, analyse and
select from a range of
materials, components, tools,
equipment and processes to
develop design ideas
(VCDSCD049)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto
evaluate community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing
ﬁnancial documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Analysing problems as they
arise and delivering innovative solutions, Making decisions around how students individually and
as a team work best, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, & Evaluating and
reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Independently develop
criteria for success to
evaluate design ideas,
processes and solutions and
their sustainability
(VCDSCD052)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto
evaluate community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a
Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial
documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Analysing
problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Making decisions around how students
individually and as a team work best, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, &
Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.
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Digital Technologies (Level 8)
Data and Information
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Acquire data from a range of
sources and evaluate their
authenticity, accuracy and
timeliness (VCDTDI037)

Explored through: Ability to present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly,
Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate community sentiments
and secondary data about the proposed business, Listening to and interacting with the guest
presenters, Using relevant software to produce the required submissions and tasks, & Evaluating
and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Analyse and visualise data
using a range of software to
create information, and use
structured data to model
objects or events
(VCDTDI038)

Explored through: Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to
prove the viability of the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation
including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Listening to and interacting
with the guest presenters, Using relevant software to produce the required submissions and tasks,
& Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Manage, create and
communicate interactive
ideas, information and
projects collaboratively
online, taking safety and
social contexts into account
(VCDTDI039)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Working as a team under
pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined deadlines, Working productively within a team
environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions, Making decisions around
how students individually and as a team work best, Using digital technology to communicate
during the challenge, Using relevant software to produce the required submissions and tasks, &
Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Creating Digital Solutions
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Deﬁne and decompose
real-world problems taking
into account functional
requirements and
sustainability (economic,
environmental, social),
technical and usability
constraints (VCDTCD040)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed
business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to
prove the viability of the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation
including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Analysing problems as they
arise and delivering innovative solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence
audience, environments and purposes, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, &
Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.
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Economics and Business (Level 8)
Resource Allocation and Making Choices
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Examine the ways consumers
and producers respond to and
inﬂuence each other in the
market, particularly through
price mechanism (VCEBR011)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto
evaluate community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a
Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial
documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Analysing problems as they arise and
delivering innovative solutions, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters,, &
Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Consumer and Financial Literacy
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Explain the reasons why and
the ways in which individuals
and businesses set, prioritise
and plan to achieve ﬁnancial
and organisational goals
(VCEBC014)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed
business solution Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed
business, & Producing ﬁnancial documents to prove the viability of the proposed business.

The Business Environment
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Explore and observe the
characteristics of
entrepreneurs and successful
businesses (VCEBB015)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed
business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to
prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package components to
publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation
including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a
Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Working as a team under pressure of tight
timelines to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering
innovative solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience,
environments and purposes, Working productively within a team environment to independently
complete the set tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as
a team work best, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, Using digital technology
to communicate during the challenge, Using relevant software to produce the required
submissions and tasks, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.
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Work and Work Futures
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Consider the ways in which
work can contribute to
individual and societal
wellbeing (VCEBW016)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem, Using
the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline and review the business solution, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business,Scripting and delivering a Pitch
Deck presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Working as a
team under pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they
arise and delivering innovative solutions, & Making decisions around how students individually and
as a team work best.

Describe the nature and
investigate the inﬂuences on
the work environment
(VCEBW017)

Explored through: Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined
deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Working
productively within a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions,
Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work best, Using digital
technology to communicate during the challenge, & Using relevant software to produce the
required submissions and tasks.

Enterprising Behaviours and Capabilities
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Explain the role of
enterprising behaviours and
capabilities in the work
environment and explore how
individuals and businesses can
use them (VCEBN018)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines
to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative
solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and
purposes, Working productively within a team environment to independently complete the set
tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work
best, & Using relevant software to produce the required submissions and tasks.

Economic and Business Reasoning and Interpretation

Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Identify relationships and
trends, and generate a range
of alternatives for an
economic or business issue or
event, evaluating the
potential costs and beneﬁts
of each alternative and the
consequences of proposed
actions (VCEBE019)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto
evaluate community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a
Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial
documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation,Analysing
problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions
in draft form before the deadline.
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English: Reading & Viewing (Level 8)
Language
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Understand how rhetorical
devices are used to persuade
and how diﬀerent layers of
meaning are developed
through the use of metaphor,
irony and parody (VCELA397)

Explored through: Ability to present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly,
Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed business solution, Preparing the
Marketing Package components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and
delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the
presentation, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and
purposes, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, & Evaluating and reviewing
submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Analyse how the text
structures and language
features of persuasive texts,
including media texts, vary
according to the medium and
mode of communication
(VCELA398)

Explored through: Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and
presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Adapting language and
presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, & Evaluating and reviewing
submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Understand how cohesion in
texts is improved by
strengthening the internal
structure of paragraphs
through the use of examples,
quotations and substantiation
of claims (VCELA399)

Explored through:Ability to present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly,
Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed business solution, Producing a
Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial
documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Adapting
language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, & Evaluating
and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Recognise that vocabulary
choices contribute to the
speciﬁcity, abstraction and
style of texts (VCELA401)

Explored through: Ability to present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly,
Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed business solution, Producing a
Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial
documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Adapting
language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, & Evaluating
and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.
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Literacy
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Apply increasing knowledge
of vocabulary, text structures
and language features to
understand the content of
texts (VCELY411)

Explored through: Ability to present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly,
Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed business solution, Producing a
Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial
documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Adapting
language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, & Evaluating
and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Use comprehension strategies
to interpret and evaluate
texts by reﬂecting on the
validity of content and the
credibility of sources,
including ﬁnding evidence in
the text for the author’s point
of view (VCELY412)

Explored through: Ability to present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly,
Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed business solution, Producing a
Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial
documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Adapting
language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, & Evaluating
and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Analyse and evaluate the
ways that text structures and
language features vary
according to the purpose of
the text and the ways that
referenced sources add
authority to a text
(VCELY413)

Explored through: Ability to present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly,
Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed business solution, Producing a
Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial
documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Adapting
language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, & Evaluating
and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.
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English: Writing (Level 8)
Language
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Understand how coherence is
created in complex texts
through devices like lexical
cohesion, ellipsis, grammatical
theme and text connectives
(VCELA414)

Explored through: Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed business
solution, Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business,
Preparing the Marketing Package components to publicise and promote the proposed business,
Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements to
enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the business
solution, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and
purposes, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Understand the eﬀect of
nominalisation in the writing
of informative and persuasive
texts (VCELA416)

Explored through: Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed business
solution, Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business,
Preparing the Marketing Package components to publicise and promote the proposed business,
Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements to
enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the business
solution, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and
purposes, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Literature
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Experiment with particular
language features drawn
from diﬀerent types of texts,
including combinations of
language and visual choices to
create new texts (VCELT418)

Explored through:Ability to present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly,
Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed business solution, Producing a
Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial
documents to prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Adapting
language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, & Evaluating
and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Literacy
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Create imaginative,
informative and persuasive
texts that raise issues, report
events and advance opinions,
using deliberate language and
textual choices, and including
digital elements as
appropriate (VCELY420)

Explored through: Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and
presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Adapting language and
presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, & Evaluating and reviewing
submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Experiment with text
structures and language
features to reﬁne and clarify
ideas to improve the
eﬀectiveness of own texts
(VCELY421)

Explored through: Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and
presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Adapting language and
presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, & Evaluating and reviewing
submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Use a range of software,
including word processing
programs, to create, edit and
publish texts imaginatively
(VCELY422)

Explored through: Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package
components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and
presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Adapting language and
presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, & Evaluating and reviewing
submissions in draft form before the deadline.
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English: Speaking & Listening (Level 8)
Literacy
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Interpret the stated and
implied meanings in spoken
texts, and use interaction
skills including voice and
language conventions to
discuss evidence that
supports or challenges
diﬀerent perspectives
(VCELY426)

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to
present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly, Presenting an Elevator Pitch to
succinctly outline the proposed business solution, Preparing the Marketing Package components
to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck
presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and
presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Analysing problems as they
arise and delivering innovative solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence
audience, environments and purposes, Working productively within a team environment to
independently complete the set tasks and submissions, & Listening to and interacting with the
guest presenters.

Plan, rehearse and deliver
presentations, selecting and
sequencing appropriate
content, including multimodal
elements, to reﬂect a
diversity of viewpoints, using
voice and language
conventions to suit diﬀerent
situations, modulating voice
and incorporating elements
for speciﬁc eﬀects
(VCELY427)

Explored through: Ability to present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly,
Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed business solution, Preparing the
Marketing Package components to publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and
delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the
presentation, Preparing and presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution,
Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Adapting language and
presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, Working productively within
a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions, & Listening to and
interacting with the guest presenters.

Ethical Capability (Level 8)
Understanding Concepts
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Investigate criteria for
determining the relative
importance of matters of
ethical concern (VCECU016)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Undertaking and presenting
Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary data about the
proposed business, & Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters.

Decision Making & Actions
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Explore the extent of ethical
obligation and the
implications for thinking
about consequences and
duties in decision-making and
action (VCECD017)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy &
Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business,
Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Scripting
and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the
presentation, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Listening to
and interacting with the guest presenters, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form
before the deadline.
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Geography (Level 8)
Geographical Concepts
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Identify, analyse and explain
spatial distributions and
patterns and identify and
explain their implications
(VCGGC100)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Producing a Business Plan to
outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to prove
the viability of the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including
using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, & Analysing problems as they arise and
delivering innovative solutions>

Analyse maps and other
geographical data and
information using digital and
spatial technologies as
appropriate, to develop
identiﬁcations, descriptions,
explanations and conclusions
that use geographical
terminology (VCGGC104)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Producing a Business Plan to
outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to prove
the viability of the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including
using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, & Analysing problems as they arise and
delivering innovative solutions>

Intercultural Capability (Level 8)
Cultural Diversity
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Identify the challenges and
beneﬁts of living and working
in a culturally diverse society
(VCICCD015)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy &
Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business,
Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Scripting
and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the
presentation, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Listening to
and interacting with the guest presenters, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form
before the deadline.
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Mathematics (Level 8)
Number and Algebra
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Carry out the four operations
with rational numbers and
integers, using eﬃcient
mental and written strategies
and appropriate digital
technologies and make
estimates for these
computations (VCMNA273)

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Undertaking
and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary
data about the proposed business, Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of
the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to prove the viability of the proposed
business, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, & Using relevant
software to produce the required submissions and tasks.

Solve problems involving the
use of percentages, including
percentage increases and
decreases and percentage
error, with and without digital
technologies (VCMNA276)

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Undertaking
and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary
data about the proposed business, Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of
the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to prove the viability of the proposed
business, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, & Using relevant
software to produce the required submissions and tasks.

Solve a range of problems
involving rates and ratios,
including distance-time
problems for travel at a
constant speed, with and
without digital technologies
(VCMNA277)

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Undertaking
and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary
data about the proposed business, Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of
the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to prove the viability of the proposed
business, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, & Using relevant
software to produce the required submissions and tasks.

Solve problems involving
proﬁt and loss, with and
without digital technologies
(VCMNA278)

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Undertaking
and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary
data about the proposed business, Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of
the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to prove the viability of the proposed
business, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, & Using relevant
software to produce the required submissions and tasks.

Statistics and Probability
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Identify complementary
events and use the sum of
probabilities to solve
problems (VCMSP294)

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Undertaking
and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary
data about the proposed business, Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of
the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to prove the viability of the proposed
business, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, & Using relevant
software to produce the required submissions and tasks.

Distinguish between a
population and a sample and
investigate techniques for
collecting data, including
census, sampling and
observation (VCMSP297)

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Undertaking
and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary
data about the proposed business, Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of
the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to prove the viability of the proposed
business, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, & Using relevant
software to produce the required submissions and tasks.

Explore the practicalities and
implications of obtaining data
through sampling using a
variety of investigative
processes (VCMSP298)

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Undertaking
and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate community sentiments and secondary
data about the proposed business, Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of
the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to prove the viability of the proposed
business, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, & Using relevant
software to produce the required submissions and tasks.
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Media Arts (Level 8)
Media Arts Practices
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Develop and reﬁne media
production skills using the
technical and symbolic
elements of images, sounds
and text to represent a
speciﬁc story, purpose and
meaning (VCAMAM035)

Explored through: Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed
business, Preparing the Marketing Package components to publicise and promote the proposed
business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements
to enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the
business solution, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments
and purposes, Using relevant software to produce the required submissions and tasks, &
Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Plan, structure and design
media artworks for a range of
purposes that engage
audiences using media
elements, technologies and
production processes
(VCAMAM036)

Explored through: Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed
business, Preparing the Marketing Package components to publicise and promote the proposed
business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements
to enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the
business solution, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments
and purposes, Using relevant software to produce the required submissions and tasks, &
Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Present and Perform
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Present media artworks
within diﬀerent community
and institutional contexts for
diﬀerent audiences, with
consideration of ethical and
regulatory issues
(VCAMAP037)

Explored through: Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed
business, Preparing the Marketing Package components to publicise and promote the proposed
business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements
to enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the
business solution, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments
and purposes, Using relevant software to produce the required submissions and tasks, &
Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.
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Personal and Social Capability (Level 8)
Self-Awareness and Management
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Assess personal strengths
using feedback from peers,
teachers and others and
prioritise areas for
improvement (VCPSCSE035)

Explored through: Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined
deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Working
productively within a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions,
& Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work best.

Assess personal strengths
using feedback from peers,
teachers and others and
prioritise areas for
improvement (VCPSCSE035)

Explored through: Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined
deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Working
productively within a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions,
& Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work best.

Reﬂect on their eﬀectiveness
in working independently by
identifying enablers and
barriers to achieving goals
(VCPSCSE037)

Explored through: Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined
deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Working
productively within a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions,
& Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work best.

Social Awareness and Management

Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Perform in a variety of team
roles and accept responsibility
as a team member and team
leader, assessing how well
they support other members
of the team (VCPSCSO041)

Explored through: Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined
deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Working
productively within a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions,
& Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work best.

Perform in a variety of team
roles and accept responsibility
as a team member and team
leader, assessing how well
they support other members
of the team (VCPSCSO041)

Explored through: Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined
deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Working
productively within a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions,
& Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work best.
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Science (Level 8)
Science Inquiry Skills
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Construct and use a range of
representations including
graphs, keys and models to
record and summarise data
from students’ own
investigations and secondary
sources, and to represent and
analyse patterns and
relationships (VCSIS110)

Explored through: Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to
prove the viability of the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation
including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a
Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt
diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, Using relevant software to produce the required
submissions and tasks, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Use scientiﬁc knowledge and
ﬁndings from investigations
to identify relationships,
evaluate claims and draw
conclusions (VCSIS111)

Explored through: Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to
prove the viability of the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation
including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a
Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt
diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, Using relevant software to produce the required
submissions and tasks, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.
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Visual Communication Design (Level 8)
Explore and Represent Ideas
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Explore and apply methods,
materials, media, design
elements and design
principles to create and
present visual
communications
(VCAVCDE001)

Explored through: Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed
business, Preparing the Marketing Package components to publicise and promote the proposed
business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements
to enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the
business solution, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments
and purposes, Using relevant software to produce the required submissions and tasks, &
Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

Present and Perform
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Develop and present visual
communications for diﬀerent
purposes, audiences and in
response to speciﬁc needs
(VCAVCDP003)

Explored through: Producing a Business Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed
business, Preparing the Marketing Package components to publicise and promote the proposed
business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements
to enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a Trade Display stall to showcase the
business solution, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments
and purposes, Using relevant software to produce the required submissions and tasks, &
Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.
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Economics and Business (Level 8)
Data and Information
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

Acquire data from a range of
sources and evaluate their
authenticity, accuracy and
timeliness (VCDTDI037)

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Business Model Canvas to plan, outline
and review the business solution, Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed
business solution, Undertaking and presenting Marketing Strategy & Materialsto evaluate
community sentiments and secondary data about the proposed business, Producing a Business
Plan to outline the strategic direction of the proposed business, Producing ﬁnancial documents to
prove the viability of the proposed business, Preparing the Marketing Package components to
publicise and promote the proposed business, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation
including using multimedia elements to enhance the presentation, Preparing and presenting a
Trade Display stall to showcase the business solution, Working as a team under pressure of tight
timelines to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering
innovative solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience,
environments and purposes, Working productively within a team environment to independently
complete the set tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as
a team work best, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, Using digital technology
to communicate during the challenge, Using relevant software to produce the required
submissions and tasks, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.
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Year 8 Australian Blueprint for Career Development Links
Area A: Personal Management

Phase II

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

1.2 Build a positive
self-concept and understand
its inﬂuence on life, learning
and work

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines
to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative
solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and
purposes, Working productively within a team environment to independently complete the set
tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work
best, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, Using digital technology to
communicate during the challenge, Using relevant software to produce the required submissions
and tasks, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

2.2 Develop additional
abilities for building positive
relationships in life.

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to
present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly, Working as a team under pressure
of tight timelines to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering
innovative solutions, Working productively within a team environment to independently complete
the set tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as a team
work best, Using digital technology to communicate during the challenge, Using relevant software
to produce the required submissions and tasks, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft
form before the deadline.

3.2 Learn to respond to
change and growth.

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to
present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly, Working as a team under pressure
of tight timelines to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering
innovative solutions, Working productively within a team environment to independently complete
the set tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as a team
work best, Using digital technology to communicate during the challenge, Using relevant software
to produce the required submissions and tasks, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft
form before the deadline.

Area B: Learning and Work Exploration
Content Descriptors

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

4.2 Link lifelong learning to
personal career aspirations.

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to
present ideas to receive feedback and implement accordingly, Working as a team under pressure
of tight timelines to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering
innovative solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience,
environments and purposes, Working productively within a team environment to independently
complete the set tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as
a team work best, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, Using digital technology
to communicate during the challenge, Using relevant software to produce the required
submissions and tasks, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

6.2 Understand how work
contributes to the community.

Explored through: Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Undertaking
and presenting the Market Rsearch to evaluate community sentiments and secondary data about
the proposed solution, Producing a business case to outline the strategic direction of the
proposed solution, Scripting and delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia
elements to enhance the presentation, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative
solutions & Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters.
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Area C: Career Building
Phase II

Links to the illuminate:nextgen Challenge

7.2 Develop qualities to seek
and obtain/create work.

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines
to meet all outlined deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative
solutions, Adapting language and presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and
purposes, Working productively within a team environment to independently complete the set
tasks and submissions, Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work
best, Listening to and interacting with the guest presenters, Using digital technology to
communicate during the challenge, Using relevant software to produce the required submissions
and tasks, & Evaluating and reviewing submissions in draft form before the deadline.

10.2 Explore non-traditional
work and life options.

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Supplied Planning Canvas to plan, outline
and review the solution, Presenting an Elevator Pitch to succinctly outline the proposed solution,
Producing a business case to outline the strategic direction of the proposed solution, Scripting and
delivering a Pitch Deck presentation including using multimedia elements to enhance the
presentation, Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined deadlines,
Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Adapting language and
presentations to ﬁt diﬀerence audience, environments and purposes, Working productively within
a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions, Making decisions
around how students individually and as a team work best, Listening to and interacting with the
guest presenters, Using digital technology to communicate during the challenge & Using relevant
software to produce the required submissions and tasks.

11.2 Understand and
experience the
career—building process.

Explored through: Developing and evaluating an innovative solution to the given problem,
Evaluating ideas within the team and giving constructive feedback, Ability to present ideas to
receive feedback and implement accordingly, Using the Supplied Planning Canvas to plan, outline
and review the solution, Producing a business case to outline the strategic direction of the
proposed solution, Working as a team under pressure of tight timelines to meet all outlined
deadlines, Analysing problems as they arise and delivering innovative solutions, Working
productively within a team environment to independently complete the set tasks and submissions,
Making decisions around how students individually and as a team work best, Listening to and
interacting with the guest presenters, Using digital technology to communicate during the
challenge & Using relevant software to produce the required submissions and tasks.
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